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1. Introduction
You are about to begin a study of Shakespeare that will continue
through the next three years, so that at the end of your high school career
you will have had some experience with at least four of his plays, They
will differ greatly from each other in subject and style and mood, and
each year in reading and discussing a new play you will went to look
back at what has gone before for purposes of comparison and contrast,
It should be interesting to you to see how your attitude toward this playwright will change as yoli become better and better acquainted with him
during the four years,

It is perhaps unfortunate that we have to "study" Shakespeare. He
did not write his plays for school and college classrooms, but for a
theater that was very much a going concern. We do not know very much
about Shakespeare the man, but we do kilO that be was himself an
actor, that he was assigned parts in his own plays, and that he grew
wealthy (like another great entertainer, Mark Twain) in his profession,
That is to say, he knew his business, worked bard at it (he wrote 37 plays
in the space of about 20 years), and Clearly passed the dato-day box''
office test, His audience didn't have to study him, Its members were
in an immediate, spontaneous relationship with him, as we are with the
plays and movies of our time.

.

However, even in his own lifetime, his plays were not only seen and
heard in the theater but were read as well, first published singly in what
we would call "pirated" editions, Then, in 1623, seven years after
Shakespeare's death two of his old fellow-workers in the theater published
the first complete edition of his works, now known as the "First Folio"
(the story of the Publication of His Plays" is briefly told in the introduction to lour edition of The Merchant of Venice). One might imagine
that in later ages, when men thought di:HewesWand spoke English difilapntly and developed different relationships among themselves, Shakespetrels plays would have come to be known only to a reading audience
with a learned taste for interesting antiquities, Well, Shakespeare's plays
did of course become increasingly popular with the reading public after
his death (there were more than 200 editions of his works in the leth
century alone); but they continued to be living theater as well, his popularity on the stage keeping pace with his popularity in the library and at
the family fireside. In many parts of the world today theaters have been
established which are primarily if not exclusively devoted to Shakespearian
production, As you probably know, he has for several years now had
what promises to become a permanent home in Ashland, Oregon,
Shakespeare has continued to be thus acted and read for many reasons,
some of which you will discover for yourselves as you read him, You
have been given this brief information about him here at the start in order
to make a simple point: that in beginning /low to read Shakespeare for
yourselves you are joining with untold thousands and many, many generations
of readers and theater-goers who before irou have made their own discoveries about his interest and power. You are about to join a vast c*nimunity
of people who,,although widely separated from each other in time and

place and manners and customs, have all taken this actor-playwright
from Stratfordwon-kvon to themselves. In other words, Shakespeare is
a common--very uncommon, really -- property of English-spealdilg people
who helps to hold us together as human beings.. Knowledge of his irk
makes communication among us more meaningful, His characters themselves--Romeoe and Falstaff and Cassius and Brutus and Macbeth and
Othello and Shylock and all the others-ware points of reference that We
may use in trying to explain ourselves to ourselves and ourselves to each
other. Not -id know Shakespeare is to deprive ourselves of one of our
important means of becoming fully human.

And yet, at first, he must be "studied, ". Some effort, some investment of time and attention, is required. His English, for instance, was
somewhat different frcim ours, in spelling and grammar and in the meanings
of particular words (you will read about this in the Language unit called
"Early Modern English --the Language of Shakespeare") The names of
some of his characters will be a little strnige to you, and the reasons
why those characters behave as they do may not always be immediately
clear (just as the reasons for our behavior are not always entirely clear,
even to ourselves). They also speak a good deal of the time in poetry- poetry which you will come to enjoy along with the rest of the large company
of Shakespearian. but which at first may cause some difficulty. But
this difficulty and the others can be accepted as a challenges and most
people are stimulated by challenges. Give a little effort to meeting this
one.

2. Your Edition of the Play

0

_You will recieve considerable help in.overcoming the difficulties
of The Merchant of Venice from the edition of the play you are using.
The opening small-Flare introduction, "The Quality of The Merchant of
,Venice, " will provide you with some background informaMIIIiiiirE;
character of Shylock and will suggest one way in which the play can be
taken ("To an Elizabethan, it was all a charming fairy tale"--will you
feel that way aboOt it when you have finished it?), On the pages facing
the text you will find helpful notes on the play's language and brief prose
synopses of each scenic block of the narrative. The latter are simply
rough-andready guides to facilitate the reeding of the scene; they will
be pretty meaningless in themselves. The act and scene divisions are a
convenience for easy reference, but they were imposed on the production
scripts by publishers and editors and do not represent how the play should
gs: on the stage. The stage curtain as we know it did not exist in Shakespeare's theater, and the action was continuous, somewhat as it is in the
modern movie, (You will wish to ask such questions as this one: what
would be lost if a ten-minute intermission intervened between the end of
Act II, Seers IX, and Act III? If intermissions seem necessary, how many
would you have and where would you place them?)

3. Form
In studying literature we have concerned ourselves with Form, Subject,
and Point of View. Since up until the end of the last century, plays were
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other :theaters eadgting in LondCn at the-time of the Glebe

conventionally dividedinto five acts (when curtains-came into el Owwrights tended more and more to.structure their piste-accordIng to this
division), the act *divisions have IonMira convents & way of approaching
dramatic form. One formula has it that the good play reachet a climax
or turningesoint in the fourthact :and- arrives at-a datieuement ( 113t7e0041hah)
of reaohttion in the fifth. The _Merchgint' ..of Venice seems-to conform to

such a pattern; With the greatio4-icene and the defeat- of Sbylock

takintup all of Act IV and the final reconciliation of the lours follOwing
in .Act V.. TMs is sometimes allied a concept of 'sexier,* form"
because it seams imposed upon the play from without: its substance is
divided, in a way of speaking, into five bins or receptacids provided in
advance for the playwright's convenience.
Your teacher may wish to suggest another way of looking at the form

of this play: in terms, that is, of theme and place and conflict. The theme
of the play can be thought of as the opposition between love and pits. This
opposition issuegi in character conflict (in Act IV, for exgunple, Portia vs.
Shea*, even more pWtant in drama than it is in fiction (Shakespeare
liked to work sword duels, wrestling matches, and battles into his plays).
The opposition is also reflected in a contrast between the two places,
Venice and Belmont; and the rapid movement back and forth- between these

two places is a much more important aspect of the play's form than its
division into acts and scenes. In such ways, the play is structured thematial& Thematic structure can be thought of as "internal form. "
Another aspect of the play's forM is the style (actually ',1es) of its
verse and prose. An awareness of the great stylistic vazietyorany
Shakespearian play contributes immeasurably to our enjoyment. Set a
few fragments beside each other:
Shylock:

"I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with
you, walk with you, and so following; but I
will not eat with you, drink with you, nor pray
with you."

Portia:
"The quality of mercy is not strained;
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blest;
It blesseth hira that gives and him that takes. "
Shylock again:

"An Oath, an oath! I have an oath in heaven;
Shall I lay perjury upon my soul?
Nos 4ot for Veitce!"
the%young lover Lorenzo:

A76311.11,111111011-.irri,r7",k.-7--7,
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"How sweet the Moonlight sleeps upon this banki
Here We- will-sit and lath* soUnda =talc

Creep in,-our ears..."

Theyareall Written in English,. indeetquite ample English, yet how
different they-.are mtivement and *nod, in-meaning end effect.- As a
first step tOwartan eisjoyznint at Stylei 1113oetas it-were-for its own
sake, try simpItta savor et:Oh-differences, You may later be asked to
analyse a few such pasleges, but it is but to begin-dimly by trying
them on the ear. Learnt* Haw to the play as you read.
4. Point of View
Point of View will not be given much emphasis in the study of The
1.Cerchant of Venice partly because one is less conscious of it in trgay
than in such a work-as Rou
_sit in which the author reputedly calls
attention to himself, e preoentii-himself to the reader directly; he is

"onstage", In a play the author is necessarily offstage; he cannot present
himself directly as a story-4011er. He is invisible, Point of View in a
play seems to be centered exclusively in the audience. Point of View
is our front." It is the position of the eavesdropper.
Since the playwright can never appear in person to tell us what he
thinks about his characters and their behavior, his point of view in the
more general sense is often more difficult to get at than it is in the case of
the autobiographer or novelist. Speculation, then, is in order. What
is Shakespeare's "poiit of view" toward Antonio and :Bassani° and Shylock
and the rest of them really? Only the play itself can provide the answers,
and many of them will necessarily be tentative,

5. Subject
The Subject of the play can be discussed in several waysas theme,
as. narrative, as characters. These can be thought of as different aspects
of the same thing, but you may find it most convenient to approach subject
in terms at character. Your teacher will suggest ways of going about it.
Charact ars, for instance, are made to reveal themselves in terms of
raotiltegoatwbit makes them tick. Motive is the playwright's way of winding
thera up. When- we first xneet Bassani°, why, at that time, does he want
to go-toBelmontsto woo Portia? Is it love alone that impala him? And
how does Bassardes motive set the whole narrative in motion? How does
it connect the story of love and courtship with the story Of hate and revenge
(note that the plot a the play is multiplefor instance- besidei the Shy/Lock
story, there-are three parallel love stories,: How are!thv, made to connect?),
:!hats then, is the motive. of -Shylockla thirst for revenge? Is it single or
does-he haverobrethan one: motive? How as you progress through the
play, does your growing understanding of Lis motives determine
attitude
towarthimt How fiziallyould you -cast the different parts? S Such
questions as, thee* will lead "you 4eeply into thateart Of pat iderchant of
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-5And very close to the heart of this 'play is--to return to him-othe
claracter of Shylock. it has just been suggested that be is drawn in such
a way that, even when we see that he is out to "gee' Antonio, our attitude
toward him may be mixed, to say the least. It should be clear to you
very early that he is a victim of persecution, that Antonio's treatment of
him, for instance, is often deplorable, and has been deplorable in the
past; that the mistreatment he and his people have suffered goes a very
long way toward explaining him. Then, when you have thought about it
carefully, you will probably come to feel that Shylock represents not so
much anti-Jewish prejudice as the evil effects of all prejudice in all times
and places.
The German poet Heine records this experience at a performance of
The Merchant of Venice in London more than a hundred years ago:
"When I saw skperforrnance of this play at Drury Lane, a
beautiful pale-faced English woman stood behind me in
the box and wept profusely at the end of the fourth act,

and called out repeatedly: 'The poor man is wronged.' Her
face was of the noblest Greek cast, and her eyes were big
and dark. I have never been able to forget those big dark
eyes weeping for Ohylock."

Is there evidence in the play that Shakespeare would have felt her tears
as at least not inappropriate that it was his intention to inspire a profound
symthy for Shylock? If so, can the play nevertheless be called
a 1comedy"? Would another term perhaps be more appropriate? More
importantly, has reading the play changed you in any way? These and
other questions will help you to evaluate your own experience with it.
Next year you will read a Shakespearian play that is quite different in
kind from this "comedy ". Its subjest is political assassination. That
theme also, unfortunately, has some relevance to the age in which we live.
Student :::uestions

Act I, Scene I
As the play begins, Antonio tells his friends, Salerio and Solanio,
that he is sad, but cannot account for his sadness. What suggestions
do his friends make which would account for Antonio's feeling of
depression?
2.

Salerio and Schnio, apparently unable to cheer Antonio, greet
three newcomers with considerable enthusiasm and find a graceful way of leaving Antonio. Who are the newcomers and how do
Salerio and Solanio justify their departure?

3.

Gratiano senses Antonio's depression. He is interested in discovering why one would "Sit like his grandsire cut in alabaster."
What is Gratianols opiniop of those who play the "strong, silent

-6type"? (Lines 99-103) Gratiano declares that he does zlot intend to
take 3.ife too seriously ("Let me play the fool"). 7:rhat advice does
he &title Antonio in lines 105-106?

4.

Antonio agrees to follow Gratidnes advice ( "I'll grow a talker for
this gear. ') Considering. line 117, whicli he addresses to Bassani°
after Lorenzo and Gratiano leave, do you think Antonio's response to

the advice was sarcastic? Explain.

s, 7.:That is Bassanio's opinion of Gratiano?
3.

Antonio quickly directs conversation to Zassanio's problems which
apparently involve a lady. ;That does Basaanio reveal as his imme-

dia....+0 problem? (Lines 126 -133)

7.

What generous offer of assistance does Antonio :make? (Lines 142143) neraember these lines as the play progresses.

8. 'Bassani°, encouraged by Antonio's promise of financial assistance,

kends why he needs money. that does he reveal? Does he seem
to love Portia for her own take or does her money seem to have
influenced him strongly? Give reasons for your answer.

9,
10,

Antonio, at present short of cash, finds another way to help his friends
What plan does he suggest?
In a drama, characters show themselves through speech, gesture,
mannerism; and general behavior. Try to understand the players
introduced in Scene i by answering the following questions.
a) Do not be deceived into believing that Sdanio and Salerio are
important characters because they appear, along with Antonio, in

the first scenic. They are minor, but such minor characters
perform important functions. They provide atmosphere submit
necessary ihformation, serve as messenger boys, and, by contrast,
help to build the major characters. Minor characters may act
as confidants; they may provide comic relief and generally enrich
the drama. Are Solanio and Salerio younger than Antonio? Do
they seem to be particularly perceptive? Do they seem to be
casual acquaintances of Antonio or real friends? Quote lines from
the play to defend your answers.

b) Gratiano is quick to observe Antonio's melancholy state. Does
his response show him to be a sympathetic person? Why? Does
his view of W seem to be a generally cynical one? Defend your
answer, Does knowing Gratiano help you to understand Antonio?
How?

c)

that role does Lorenzo play if we are to judge him by what he says
to Gratiano?

d) How do you picture-Antonio? How old' dO ytitt think he is? Has
The been successful? '171hat character traitfi deed ArAtmiott friend-

ship for Bassani° reveal?

é) What can you tell of Zsgsaniots past life? --Do you think that he
really intends to pay his debts to Antonio? r:oeo his pursuit of
Portia seenTtO be quite -clearly a business propoSition? Examine
closely lines 165473 in connection With this point.
E.'cene J

1. Here the scene changes from Venice to the city of Belmont. You will
not have any difficulty locating Venice, but you will not find Belmont
on any map. This will become a significant point as you see the
play unfold, As the scene opens, Portia, the object of tassanio's
regard, is speaking with Nerissa, her maid. Ti:chat doe i Portia
reveal in her first ,peach?
2. Does her.mood seentztimlesiritmAntoutets?

3, How does Nerissa respond to her mood?

4. What does Portia say in answer to Nerissals comment that good
advice is better it it is followed? (Lines 11-18)
5. What plan had Portia's father devised to guare,ntee a suitable husband
for her? What do you think of it? ''.,-.That is Portiats attitude toward
it? If you think of it as an unlikely way of arranging for the choice
of a husband, does this affect your interest in the outcome? Why or
why not?

8. :?hat does Portia's description 6f the suitors tell about her own
character? Does she seem to be a good judge of character? Does
she seem to bane a sense of htunorr
7. Bow does Portia respond to Nerisseh reference to Eassanio? Does
she try to disguise her reaction?
Act h Scene Hi
1. The opening discussion, of this scene implies that Antonio and tassanio
have not been able to borrow 3, 000 ducats itbout $20, 000) from
friends, They had to ask Shylock, a moneylender. Shylock is considering the request. Notice the careful analysis he gives totis business
prOpoSition-whereby he will loan the money to Antonio who intends
to vouch foriZassazio, jlbat particular factoralor and against the

loan. does Shylock,consider before tab* the risk?

2. Beifore he mikes' tkici his InIni ti'hylock wishes to speak to Bassani°.
Bassani° sugar* a dinner meeting for the three of them, What is

-3Phyla:kis reaction to this? That does Shy lock demonstrate by his
rep za:rks in Vines 3Q-3I? -::"hat makes him :::estrait sn e*otional

0*** 7

34 When AntOnio.boities on stage., does he greetShyl.oCk?

.Shylor.k is involVed in his own thoughts, What do they reveal about
his attitude toward Antonio? '';:fhat specific grievances does. Shylock
holdapinst AntOnio? Consider:such thin& it0 how Antonio:lends
money, -what his personal treatment of Shylock- has been, what Antonio's
religious and cultural bacitgrOnd 4as been.
.

5

tion?

aalled by Bassanio, how does Shylock excuse his period of medita-

6, What I> Antonio's Usual attitude toward paying interest on a loan?
7, 7:That additional grievance does Shylock have for Antonio after Antonio's
comments in lines 130-137?

8, How does ShylOck's attitude change? (Unix 137-143? Is it a
sincere change?
9, Under *hat conditions does Shylock consent to lend the money to
Antonio f'

10, Although the bond is considered in a humorous light, what does

Bassani() fear?

Act 14 Scene i
1.

1'bile Antonio is sealing Shylock's bond so that 3assanio can go to
ZelmOnt, Portia continues to resist the advances of her suitors*
As Act U Opens the Prinde Of Morocco* is addressing Portia, What
picture do you liaVe of Morocco? That is, what. kind of person do
you think him. to Otifroni what he sap?

2,- Does Portia seen* to be in a-more Serious humor than she was in
Act I, Scene ii? to you
that her reaction to Morocco might
have been different if her fate were not dependent on his actions?
3. This Pitince of Morocco is advised that he must first visit the temple

and then dine before he is allowed to select the casket. How does
this delity.4feet the audience?
.

Act II, Scene ii
L'--1 A Street in Venice is the setting for one of Shakespeare's typical

comic scenes, featuring here Shylock's servant, Launcelot Gobbo,
and Launcelot's neareblind father. Launcelotle play on words and the

'CA

teasing of his father delighted the audience of Shakespeare's time.

In this particular comic interlude, however, certain important ideas
are conveyect, 'What is Launcelot planning to do? 'ghat do we learn

aboUt 13asSanio 'from LauntelOtts conversation With his father?

Does this disclosure reinforce your earlier notion of BaSsinies
value?
2. A happy coincidence brings Bassani° within speaking distance of
Launcelot and old Gobbo, thus affording Launcelot the opportunity to
carry out the plan he had been discussing with his father - Does
Bassani° accept him into his service?

3. -When Grattan enters the scene,. .what favor does he request of Bassanio?
What warning does Bassani° give him? What does this scene tell
us about the progress Bassani° is making?
Ac....1.1 Scene iii

This scene, though. very short, advances the play rapidly, wrou begin
to fear for Shytock as you see his daughter Jessica make her plans.
1/hat does Jessica ask Launcelot to do? What does she hope to do?
What kind of person is Jessica? How do you laiow? How do you think
Jessica's attitude toward her father compares with Portia's attitude
toward hers? Would Jessica be as likely to obey the terms of her father's
will as Portia is ?

Act II, Scene iv

Again a short scene. is marked by much action. Gratiano, Lorenzo,
Salerio, and Solanio are planning a masque--a popular form of amusement
whereby a group wearing masks and other disguises would go in procession
to a house where a festival was being held. There they would present
a short play. This particular masque had been planned to help Jessica
.

escape. She is to disguise herself as a torch bearer. What role does
Launcelot play in this scene? What message does Lorenzo give him?
What news does Lorenzo give Gratiano after the others depart? Does this
scene cause you to be sympathetic toward Shylock? Why or Why not?

Act II, Scene v

In this scene, Shylock prepares to dine with Bassani°. What reason
does he give for accepting the invitation? Do you feel lees sympathy for
Shylock in this scene? Defend your answer. When Launcelot tells
Shylock that there is to be a masque that night, how does Shylock react?
-v7hat does Launcelot say to Jessica? After Shylock leaves, what does
Jessica say to herself ?

Act II; :Scene vi

Jessica's escape is realized in this scene. She takes with her much
of her father's- wealth, Do you Agree with Lorenzo's cominent: "For

she is Viiita44411 or ao you conclude that love is blind? How do youthink Shylock will react when he discovers Jessica's elopement? Why,
do you 'suppose, -does Shigkespeitte not include the masque in the-play
aftertelad had those involved-plan. so carefully for it How does Antonio's
brief appearance at the. end Of Scone vi advance the play?

Act II, Scene vii

While Bassani° and the others are en route to Belmont, Portia is
still being troubled by her suitors, The Prince of Morocco, having dined,
is now ready to select the casket which will determine his success or
failure as a suitor, Does. herpick a casket at random or does his selection
of the gold casket reveal his character -quite clearly? Read Scene vii
again and- see if you can form a clear picture of Morocco, When he fails,
does he accept his lose gracefully? Does Portia's reaction Seem Worthy
of her?- How do you interpret Portia's response to Morocco's loss?

Act U Scene viii
.16

Once again, minor characters serve a useful purpose, Through the
conversation of Salerio and Solanio, what do we learn about Shylock?
What foreshadowing is given concerning the fate of Antonio's ships?

What do we 141 am about Antonio's character and about his relationship
with Bassanio?

Act II, Scene ix

In Belmont, meanwhile, the Prince of Arragon is trying his luck as
a suitor. What do his speech and his choice of casket tell us about him?
bet is Portia's reaction to his failure?

Act M, Scene i
Salerio has heard that one of Antonio's ships. has been wrecked and
relates this news to Solanio. Shylock's arrival interrupts their conversation
and focuses their attention on the Jew's double loss: his daughter and his
jewels, Does Shylock mention his financial loss? Ilow do Solanio and
Salerio treat Shylock as he discusses his daughter? Does their attitude
Cbange? Why?

One of Shilock' most famous and moving speeches follows &aeries

quad= "Why; I am sure; if he forfeit; thou wilt not take hisfleih:

*hates that 'good for?" Does-this speech increase your arnpathy-for
Shylock? Do youleel a -strength in Shylock that la -not preteni in Salerio

.

and Soled*? Does this speech seem applicable to =Arty situations In our
own century?
As Salerio and Solanio are being summoned by a servant to the
house of Antonio, Tubal, Shy lock's friend, enters the scene, Shy lock's

grief and bitterns increase when he lerns that his daughter and his

jewels have not been found. -./!hat brings a sudden chums in Shylocit's

attitude? Tubal seems to break the bad news by degrees, following a
particularly shocking story of.Jessicals ireaspowible behavior with a
reminder of Antonio's plight. Es= do you reach to Shylock's desire for
revenge? His displeasure with Jessica? Does Tubal play more than the
passive role of a messenger?
Act 114 Scene ii

As the fortunes of Antonio become increasingly precarious, Bassani°
is basking in the glow of Portia's growing devotion. How do Portia's
speech and attitude differ frox,L her speech and attitude toward the other
suitors? What new side of Portia do you see in this scene? That is

Bunnies line of reasoning as he selects the casket? Does he seem to
be guided by the same motives he revealed in earlier scenes? Portia
makes no attempt to hide the delight she feels when Bassani° selects the
correct casket. How does she declare her love? What does she give
Ea' ssanio as a symbol of her love and willingness to share with him all
her worldly possessions? '.That strict regulations accompany this symbol?
1,

"You saw the mistress, I beheld the maid," 3ratiano announces.
That effect do you thinic this turn of events might have had on an
-2lizabethan audience? Does arattano seem to be a different kind of
person from the Gratiano we met in Act I?

2.

This happy scene is interrupted by the arrival of Lorenzo, Jessica,
and Salerio, but only the latter has an important task to performm
He delivers a letter to Bassani° from Antonio. Portia observes
Bassanio-as he reads the -letter and her comtaent shows the audience
that trouble has come. -ghat news does the letter containl What
must Bassani° tell Portia which he had hoped, perhaps, to keep
secret awhile longer?

3. Salerio and Jessica increase the tension and help Portia to see the
seriousness of the situation,- 7/hat tribute does Bassani° pay his
friend? -What quick solution does Portia offer? Zioes Bassani°
accept- her advice?

Act Wa Scene iii
Scene iii finds the fotiunes of Antonio much changed, Shylock demands
his bond and rajects the oft-repeated entreaties of Antonio. Antonio knows
that law rules Venice and resigns himself to his fate, In the closing
speech Antonio defends the law. How does he justify the law? What is
=
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his "bast" pray4r? -Dote Antral act &e vu.--erp. act Um to? After reading
the scene, whit tan-you Conclude abbUt Shylock's frame of mind?
St-ene iv

Portiazhas a plan as this Steno Clikerly shows. 'Relate in your own
words the steps in her plan that she reveals, First, what does she tell
Lorenzo-and Jessica? Then,. what. instructions- does she give to Bal-.
t..sais? -Finally, what:does.:she tell-Neriget?

Act III Scene v

.

Can -you. see' any purpose for this scene? Does it help you to know
Jessica and Lorenicr..better? If -so, :how? Does this scene make it seem
that sufficient time has elapsed between Act III and Act IV so that the
action seeme.-morebelieVtble?
Act IV, Scene-i.
1,

In=thie scene,' you find yourself in a court of justice in Venice.
Antonio is to face his adversary. The Duke is, as you would expect,
the very. essence'of efficiency, -He has, as the dialogue shows,
tried in vainlo- change Shylciekis course of action. He offers Antonio

little hope, Shylock, he declares, is "..,an inhuman wretch is
Incapable of pity, void and empty

From any dram of mercy. h What

is Antonio's attitude? (lines 7-14)

2,

When Shylock is brought into the court, the Zuke addresses him.

Triaist dr.1925. the Duke say he thinks Shylock plans to do? How does

Shylock res nd to iliz nellgels analysis of his plan? When Bassani°
fgav to his friend?
Challenges =4. lock, what does

3.

That offer does Bassani° =keit, Shylock?

4,

The Zuke. rebukes- Shylock for hil refusal to show' mercy, _What
lock's response? Who has the better argument,
do you think of
Shylock- or the Duke?

5.

The Duke's declaration that he will dismiss the court unless Doctor
Bellaricierrives it interrupted by Wald° whosannounces that a
messenger-Us arrived with letters froth the doctor. Who is the
metsenger?
-

6. While th3 Duks_ia- reading the letter, Grattan -.and Shylock exchange
harsh rebUkes,- What dots Gratiano say-to Shylock? What is Shylock's
attitude toward Gratiano?
7.

The:Duke, -having reed Bellariols letter, asks that the young and
learned doctor sent by Bellario be welcomed into the court. Who
enters?:
.

Portia, readilradmitA. that-Shy/Ink has the law Cu his side, but
declares ;that he Must be merciful, Visit does Portia have to say
about the quality of liercy?
9.
10,

In--1141WArlo AlOrkithe request-:that t'444* alter thtt4Iaw,alittlea
withere is no VOW in Venice /
#1070VA.111 WO' der4,4r00,1_
Can-alter decree IlitliNAPAr"- hOW-4,101PB Shock rekett

Shylock is about to claim Antontots poutid of fIssik;whea Portia asks
Shylock a-very interesting-questions! What. doss shit ask? (,lines- 2611,267)

11,

What is Antonio's attitude at this point?

12.

What rash statements do Bassani° and Gratiano make which arouse
the attention,a Portia andNeriSalk?

13.

Portia delays Shylock's action by telling hint to "Tarry a little="
What is Shylockisreactie0 What role does Gratiano play? Seeing
that he has lost his
s "Akira my my principal,
Shylock

amd_lat me go; " How does..POrtia respond? How dosit Portia destroy
Shyloctk completely? Do, you sympathize with Shylock? How does he
take his defeat?

14. What is the purpose of the ring episode which closes this scene?
Does it provide comic relief?
Act IV, Scene ii
1.

What is the purpose of this short scene?

Act V

Most of the drama in this play is completed before this sot There
is only the story element about Bassaniots ring to be resolved, Basically
this scene constitutes the happy ending to the story.
1,

Where does this scene occur?

2,

Bow have their eurroundings inspired Lorenzo and Jessica to dwell
upon certain romantic legends? What kind of night is it? What kind
of surroundings might one see in an Italian garden during the 16th
Century?

3,

Check a reference book for information about the lovers: Troilus,
Thisbe, Did°, Media, What attitude about love do they share?

4,

A messenger interrupts Lorenzo and Jetzicspis reverie, From whom
does he come?

5,

Pretending to be a messenger, Launcelct also arrives, Whom does

he announce?

6,

Vast pritiparation does Lorenzo make for their arrival? See lines

5740,
Jass ca=

rd o re Main--outside enjoying -the besutifid evening,

171-0-116SitliftEinS0 .4igutte thei niavemeilt -of the :Oars andleavenly

t is Jt ssicals
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co ie
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8,

As Portia and Nerissa approach, what frame of mind do they seem
to be in? Consider, for example, Partials reaction to the music
she hears,

9.

Ltirento iinmecraately recognizes Portia. %That proMise does he
make to her?

10.

Ho* does Portia greet Bassani° and Antonio? 1:7hat is the cause of
the dispute-between Nerie-se. and- Gratiano immediately after :Portia
greets Bassiata? (See lines 1544710 Now does Gratiano explain
his action*? How does Portia tease Gratis= and bring Bassanio
into the diScusoilon? (See-lines 179.189.) What is Eassaniols private
reaction to bethg brought into-the conversation?

11.

Grattan blurts out that Bassani° els° gave his ring away. What is
amusing *WA Bessaniols speech as he attempts to explain?

12.

What is humorous about Portials response to Bassaidols rationalization?

13.

What is Bassaniols reaction to receiving another ring from Portia?
Porties and Morisse% earlier antics are Many revealed to a confused
Bassani° and Gratiano.

14.

What pleasant news is in the letter Portia tends to Antonio?

15.

What pleatant surprise does Lorenzo receive?

16.

What wealth -does Gratiano claim to have?

-15Subject as Charlacter

The characters in a drama are revealed through what they say and
what they do, Ms a member of the audience, although a reading one, you
must try tt) deterinine why the characters speak and act in a certain way.
You are concerned, in other words, with motive, 7/174at happens; who
makes At hitppen, and why the person makes it happen form a kind of
circle, Take a number of these circles all of which are somehow interrelated and VAL have a Story, a .novel, or a drama, .Or take a play like
The Merchant pf Venice and try to identify the individual circles and disentangle one 'from the other. Such an analysis is a difficult but fascinating
puzzle,
.

The questions which follow will help you understand the characters
through their speech and actions and through the motivation behind both.
The questions will also help you form judgments about theSe characters.
Are their motives and the resulting words and actions believable?
If raotive, speech, and action are believable, usually your belief in a
character will folio*, Actually you follow this same pattern in your
daily life, you are faraibx with clichbs like the following: "I knew he
could do it, " Or "rviouldnit put it past him," You say these kinds of
things because you know or think you know what makes people tick, Now
that you have read Th Merchant of Venice, you know what makes certain
characters act as they do. Xnowing ="tonio as you do, for example,
you are not surprised by his attitude of resignation-in Act IV, Scene I.

The questions will lead you from an analysis of several of the simple
characters to the more complex ones, One more point should be considered
before you begin. The dramatist, unlike the novelitt, must depend on
actions and dialogue to make a character live, No long paragraphs of
descriptioas may be used to flesh out the character, This means, of
course, that you must work overtime, You must watch motive, speech,
gesture, mannerisms, and general behavior.
1.

Solanio and_Salerio appear, together or singly, in eight scenes from
Act I,. Scene f, to Act IV, Scene is Do you know them much better
in Act IV than you did when they first came on stage? Did they
bedome more complex and interesting as the play developed? If
you think the answer to these two queetions is no, you are correct.
Solanio_and Salerio are splendid examples of the way' Shakespeare
handled his minor characters. But still there is much you should
know about his tears. What can you conclude about them once you
know they are frOM Venice? Examine again the scenes in which
SOlanio-and,SalitiO appear. What is the specific purpose for each
appefkrai*e? What generalizations can you make about the function
of minor Characters?

2. tOu Saw when yOu read Act II, Scene ii that the Gobbos (Launcelot
and his father) ,prOVided little comic relief which delighted ShakesNOw that you have read the entite.plays can you
Pe1.010
this questions'
tee SitOthetilailiOlti Liambelot Serving ?

C011itair the actii_ini alit: aka,. Confider alstitoW lane Shylock

HOW does lAuziooksraRii Jessica
th,..4i4c10 ACtIV,
del& gibe life la -bar fatheitilitsise?.
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3. When you first met Bassani°, you must have been immediately aware
of his weaknesses. Confident of his charm, he has, for some time,
allowed Antonio the privilege of supporting him. In Act I, Scene
Bassani°, still in the role of the parasite, again seeks Antonio's
financial assistance. But this time, Antonio is to be a kind of middle
man. With Antonio's immediate support, allisanio will have the opportunity to make a bid for the Leeallar sizeable, more permanent fortune
of Portia. In his usual confident manner, be feels that he has impressed
Portia favorably ("Sometimes from her eyes/I did receive fair
Speechless messages")., 'Portia's approval, however nebulous, is
the 'collateral Bassani° offers Antonio. Is shrewdness or love tills
dominant tone of Bassanio's early speeches? Defend your answer.
Why dO you think Bassani() worn. Gratlano to behave himself when
he (Gratiano) accompanies him to Belmont? Is Bossed° as here
represented typical of the young men of Venice? Contrast Bassanio's
attitudes with Antonio's. Remember when Solinio says of the latter,
he only love the world for him g3Seen118.
Still you must consider what you know of Portia and what she
says about her love for him --"yet for you I would be trebled twenty
times myself, A thousand times limn fair, ten thousand times more
rich.r What qualities can you see in Bassinio whichwould justify
Portia's opinion of him? Does Bassani° seem to become a more
genuine, less selfish person as the play progresses? Defend your
answer by specific reference to his words and actions.

Consider, now, the characterisation of BaSia0 in terms of
the possible theme of the play: Venice-vs. Belmont; the marketplace
vs. love The mercenary lover of Venice is conquered by the idealistic
lover of Belmont. Examine Act III, Scene fi and discuss the thinking
which governs Bassanio's choice of caskets. See how Bassani° has
grown. Consider Gratiano's commat-when he says that Antonio
will be glad of our success; We are the Jason. we have won the
fleece. " Is Grattan° still a figure of the Venetian marketplace?
Bassanio's new moral strength is put to the test when word
cornea of Antonio's fate. He declares that he will go at once to
offer his assistance. Does Bassani° really play a very positive part
in the rescue? What, then, can you conclude its the playwright's
attitude toward Bassanio? What is your attitude toward him?

4, Portia is clearly a study in contrasts. In her is the voice of authority

and yet also the spirit of humility. In her is wit and shrewdness.
She is young and inexperienced, and yet her self-reliance and judgment
reveal a maturity shared by no other character in the play, She sees
the seriousness of life and yet doesn't pass up a chance for fun even
at life's most serious moments. A defender of the law, she pleads
for mercy, but shows none when she deals with Shylock. You may
accept the above characteristics and refer to passages which justify
them. Or, if you wish, you may question some or all of these points.
Perhaps, for example, you feel, that Portia was merciful in dealing
with Shylock. Perhaps you feel that she gave no evidence of humility.
Be certain, however, that you can defend your Stand by specific
reference to her words, actions, gesture, or manners.

3

4. Gratiano offers a special kind of challenge. Up to a certain point,
Shakespeare uses him in a fairly conventional way. He needs Gratiano
to make his play work. Bassani° needs a companion when he travels
to Belmont, and Nerissa needs a lover. Through Gratiano you are
given a clearer picture of Bassani(); But consider what happens to
Gratiano in the courtroom scene. Do his actions surprise you ?
How does he change? How do the other characters in this scene
treat him?
..

5, On the surface, Antonio offers little difficulty. Like Gratiano, he
is a stock figure; representing the ideal of male friendship. Life
itself is not too dear a price to !ley for friendship, so Antonio accepts
his fate with blautfful resignslion, requesting only that Bassani°
"live still, and write mine epitaph." BO Antonio's role in the play
is much more than that of tha unselfish friend. What role does he
play in relationship to Shylock z.knd Ida people?. Locate the lines in
which Shylock so aptly describes Antonio's role. .?-11-itonio is surely .
a persecutor, bit almost an instinctive one. He does not plot his
methods of persecution. He does not calculate, but acts as though
there were no other way to act. Locate, in Act IV, Scene 1, Shylock's
speech in which he describes the kind of treatment he has received from
Antonio. How does Antonio reply? Can you justify the playwright's
creation of a character whO has two such different sides; the gently,
foolishly devoted friend and the cruel persecutor of a man and a race?
Do you know anyone with this kind of personality contradiction?

6, Shylock plays the tole of the usurer, a role which history had forced
upon many of his race. Shylock of course has made the most of his life.
You must view him as the text presents him, sympathizing when he
deserves sympathy and chastising him when his actions demand such
a reaction. Attitudes have changed since Shakespeare's time.
For example, in pre-capitalistic times, the collection of interest on
a loan was considered to be a kind of thievery so that Shakespeare's
audience would consider Shylock fair game and would think Jessica's
theft her father's ducats a humorous and appropriate way of evening
the score. Considering these comments, answer the following:
(a) Select a passage in which Shylock shows that he is a master of
the art of ironic impersonation.
(b) Shylock's intelligence is far, superior to that of his antagonists,
except perhaps Portia. Select passages which show his keen
intelligence. A good starting point is his condemnation.of Christian
hypocrisy. What has forced Shylock to sharpen his intelligence?
(c) What does Shylock achieve by
by the ,use of simple, concrete verbs
and nouns and by parallelism
repetition? Locate the speech
in which Shylock shows that he is speaking for his whole race,
not for himself.
Although Shylock is a product of many grave injustices, Shakes-

peare makes it clear that those who return hate with hate, revenge
with revenge, must in the end pay for their misdeeds. The real
point here is that only forgiveness and mercy can remove revenge
and hate. But the "mercy in our play is a kind of magic,
coming as it does from the magic land of Belmont. In your very

real world Of the twentieth century how would you have dealt
with Shy lock? With Antonio? Is your -attitude more enlightened
than Portia's? Has your world, In other words, 'learned.anything
since Shakespeare% time about prejudice, injustice, hyprocrisy?
Can Shylock enlighten you as he should have enlightened
Shakespearian audiences?

Then ja as a Whole
.

Refer to page 2 of the Student Version and reread the comments about
form. A Suggestion is made that the theme of the play can be thOught rof
ILO the oppositicsbetveen love and hate. _This opposition is reflected in a
contrast between two places. Venice and Belmont.
1. Can .you see any reason why Belmont cannot be located on the map?
What kind of world might it be? Locate Venice, For what has it
been fatuous? What two conflicting forces do these places represent?
Wh&t attitudes and practices characterize each world?
2. What kinds of subjects do people generally discuss. in Venice? In Belmont

3. Read Act It, Scene i, and Act V. Describe the settings of these acts.

HOw does music blend with the general atmosphere of each scew.:?
What does Lorenzo say about "The man that bath no music in himself"

(Act V, Scene 0?

4. Is there much serious conflict between characters in the scenes at

Belmont? The scenes in Venice? Pay careful attention to description, dialogue, and action,

5. What differences in dialogue do you notice between those scenes taking
place in Belmont and those in Venice?
6. Of which world is Shylock? How does Act 1, Scene ii, introduce Portia;
.chief` figure in the world of Belmont? Notice the contrast between
Shylock% manner of speech (Act HI, Scene i) and Lorenzo and Jessica's
speech (Act V, Scene i).,

7. Act IV, Scene iv can be considered a struggle between conflicting cheek .*
;miens," worlds, and themes, Can you' explain this position? What
basic institution-of civilization does Shylock represent? Although Portia
brings with her the magic of Belmont, the magic of love, how does she
use her oppOnent's_Weapon to save Antonio?

8. The conflict between the places and the people en& in Act V. Jessica
andtLorenzo set the scene for the.harmoity that is to follow the tense
couttrootn drama. HoW does Shakespeare achieve a feeling of hart:natty
in Act V through theme, narrative, character, and place?

hM

of 'Venice, is Classified as .a "contedy,". a term -used to deethat ends.* prosper r.. -Do you think , "comet" describes

DO4*; think "romance" vioultbelk better word? A famous

*dent of Shikespets.cials it.* "faillitlie :WW1 description seems
to fit it the beet? Or Woultaltthrettermil apply? Defend-..your !answer.
1

